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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My name is Josh Cooley, I’m the controller for Buchheit Logistics based out of Scott City, MO.  Buchheit Logistics has been in business since 1934, and one of the core foundations of the business is employee safety. I’m excited and privileged to be here today to discuss briefly some of the technology we’re implementing today that helps keep our drivers safer and more efficient while on the road.



About Me

 Graduated from Southeast Missouri State University in 2016 with a Bachelor of 
Science in Business Administration with an emphasis in accounting

 Became a certified public accountant in September of 2019.

 Been with the company since December of 2016 in various roles over the 
years.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll give you a brief overview of my education; I graduated in 2016 from Southeast Missouri State University in 2016 with my Bachelor of Science in Business Administration with an emphasis in accounting with a minor in economics, immediately began studying for the CPA exam which I passed in September of 2019. I’ve been with the company since 2016 in various roles, initially starting in driver payroll and eventually expanding into warehouse accounting and managing the general ledger before settling in as Controller in 2020. 



Using Technology to Improve Safety

 Outward facing dash cameras

 Following distance

 Excessive speeds

 Distracted driving

 Inward facing camera options

 Cell phone usage

 Other in-cab distractions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the primary uses of technology we’ve implemented to improve safety amongst our fleet is by implementing dash cameras that are primarily outward facing. These cameras provide data on following distance, speeding violations, and distracted driving. I’m sure we’re not unique in this endeavor but having actual footage of the trucks surroundings is a great way to help drivers make smart decisions by giving them the ability to see and learn from their environment in ways that they may not be able to initially in the moment.Real time notifications, instant feedback There are options for inward facing cameras out there, our company doesn’t elect to utilize these options unless on a probational period, but they can also provide information on if you have a driver that is distracted by a cell phone or other in-cab distractions. Cell phones are the number one cause for accidents in the country, so any effort we can make to lower our footprint in that metric is beneficial to the industry as a whole.



Using Technology to Improve Driver 
Behavior

 Fuel efficiency software

 RPMs

 Idle Time

 Cruise Control

 Speeding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to safety, we’ve newly incorporated some tech to improve some driver behaviors that may be inefficient.The primary tech we’ve implemented is the use of a fuel efficiency software that tracks five key metrics of fuel usage; RPMs per gear, idle time, cruise control usage, speeding, and gearing efficiency. The first four of these metrics are controllable by the driver, while the gearing metric is an aspect of the truck that may indicate if the gearing ratio your truck is specked to needs to be adjusted. By tracking data on these metrics, we can start to identify if we have an issue with a specific truck model, or if we have a driver that may not be shifting properly or that is too heavy on the throttle. Obviously, there are no all-encompassing solutions, but having access to this level of data allows us to make better decisions.By monitoring these items, we found a driver who running his truck in 9th gear to skirt some speeding limitations set in 10th gear and to gain what they perceived to be better horsepower. Without this data we would never have known this was happening, and we were able to correct the behavior to gain better efficiency.



Overall Technology Improvements

 Business Intelligence platforms

 Microsoft Power BI

 Tableau 

 Information at a glance

 Tailor reports for individual user needs

 Easy to use

 Just need to understand where data is housed 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Combining both safety and driver performance gets us to our focus in technology in business intelligence. For those that are unaware, there are numerous business intelligence platforms such as Microsoft’s Power BI or Tableau; the goal of these programs are to compile data from multiple difference sources to create relationships to allow for quick access to data. Here at Buchheits we use Microsoft Power BI, but there are plenty of other options that would allow your company to take advantage of getting better information.One of the key benefits gained from implementing technology like this is to allow information to be seen at glance, and filtered/modified with a simple click of the mouse. For example, one of our Power BI reports we use is a weekly sales report that tells us sales by week and compares those sales to last years totals for the same week. Within this report, you can click on a specific week to see the detail of the customers that made up those sales. You can drill even further by clicking on these customers to see the trucks or drivers that serviced that customers and determine how many of the miles driven for this customer were loaded or empty. 



Future Technology Goals

 Focused on improving within Power BI

 Connect repair data by load location, do we have more tire blow outs in specific 
lanes?

 Connect dash camera data by load location, are we seeing 3rd party driver behavior 
more challenging in certain areas?

 Technology as a tool, not as a labor replacement

 Equip our employees and drivers with the most up-to-date data to allow better 
decision making.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our future with technology is deeply rooted in expanding within Power BI. We’re in the beginning stages of incorporating some of the technologies we discussed earlier into our dispatch software to try and gain an understanding on various items, such as trying to identify if we have more tire blow outs within specific lanes. Or taking our camera data and seeing if we can identify where most of our following distance alerts are occurring. For example, perhaps we know when we go out west to Colorado or Las Vegas we have 30% more frequent following distance alerts. This could be a driver specific issue, or it could be a signal that the other travelers on that lane driver more slowly, and thus we can use that as a coaching opportunity for all new drivers we have going to those lanes to be on the lookout for this type of behavior.Our philosophy on these technologies is that we want to equip our employees and drivers to make the best decisions. These technologies will never replace or remove a position within our company, rather we can use these technologies to help our employees make smarter decisions in a more efficient time period. 



Questions?
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